All Night Long Entertainment
Website: http://www.goallnightlong.com/
Contact Info:
2805 Prickley Pear Drive, Henderson, NV 89074
Phone: (702) 685-7264
Fax: (702) 485-6642
Email: bookagig@goallnightlong.com
Pricing and services: Can range from a few hundred to a few thousand depending on what
you have them provide. It can range from one DJ for a few hours to the two owners of the
company with a full laser light show. They offer a wide range of services besides DJ/music,
including photography, photobooth, video, entertainers, lighting, etc.
People who have used them (sorted by date) and link to the review:
alicialfisher (May 2014) - CLICK
LeannaJH (May 2014) - CLICK
mnupp (Sept 2013) - CLICK [DJ & videography]
Vanity8685 (May 2013) - CLICK
PlatinumBride13 (Feb 2013) - CLICK
Jessica632011 (June 2012) - CLICK
Vegas2012 (May 2012) - CLICK [Used for transportation (bad) and uplighting (great) and
DJ (fantastic)]
lsvensson (May 2012) - CLICK
Cheles93 (May 2012) - CLICK
thatxogirl (April 2012) - CLICK
Vegasgroom
(June, 2011) - http://www.vegasgroom.com/vgblog/2011/06/all-night-long-entertainment/
summerluv121 (Feb 2010) - http://summerluved.weebly.com/reviews.html
My thoughts: I'm of course biased as my wife and I used All Night Long for our own wedding.
We hired the owners of the company to ensure it went off without any issues, although we'd
read countless reviews by others who used their normal staff and who also had zero issues. In
any case, we used them for music, keeping the party moving and some lighting, and everything
came out perfect. There are numerous people on TK who have used them and think highly of
them so I don't think you can go wrong with this vendor. If you do want to book the owners,
that's an option you'll find on their ordering form, the "Jeff & Jeremy Package."
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